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1 Why description logic for legal

reasoning? - A general explanation -

Legal reasoning is concerned with various kinds of le-
gal concepts that relate to another concepts used in our
daily life. Although those legal concepts are abstract in
the sense that there always exist possibilities to inter-
pret them in various ways, lawyers seem to understand
them as real things at least in their "legal reality". For
instance, Japanese Civil Codes include a notion of falsity
that means a false declaration of intention. In spite of
its abstractness, well-trained lawyers can judge that one
legal act involves the falsity and that the others do not.

From this point of view, it seems natural to consider
that each legal act has its legal identity. Since the stan-
dard first order logic (FOL, for short) is founded on the
assumption that every object treated within the logic
has its identity, it seems natural to develop a way of
representing the legal acts as first-order terms denoting
individual objects. However, they are highly related each
other at their conceptual level. For instance, a person
fills the role of agent in a contract. Thus the two con-
cepts "person" and "contract" are related by the role
"agent".

Recently in Japan, some researchers [12; 17] try to
develop a legal ontology consisting legal concepts and
conceptual relationships between them. The latter ones
can be roles in description logics. So if we like to build a
large legal knowledge base, we would have a description
logic containing many legal conceptual terms linked by
roles. Based on this, an efficient reasoner (RKB inter-
preter) would be designed as an extension of FOL prover,
for both DL and FOL makes the same assumption that
each object has its identity and every concept is a set of
objects.

2 Order-sorted logic versus DL

We have briefly discussed why DL is suitable and natural
for legal reasoning. Although this is one of the reasons
why I am interested in DL, I have to mention my research
history which guides me in DL.

Before knowing DL, I have been studying a way of
representing and learning legal knowledge in terms of
order-sorted logic [6; 18]. In the studies, each legal con-

cept and its instance are encoded as a sort (symbol) and
an well-sorted FOL term, respectively. For instance, a
sentence

"a contract that is made by a person a with a
person b for a property c is a contract. "

is encoded as a sorted term

contract_f (person_a, person_b, property_c) : contract,

where contract_f is a function symbol with domain sorts
person2 × object and a codomain sort contract. Thus
the function symbol works to produce an instance of
contract whose identity is determined by its arguments.

Assuming such an order-sorted signature with a sort
hierarchy (taxonomic hierarchy), we represent legal rules
as sorted clauses, such as

legal_effect(X: contract):-legal_requirements(X).

Furthermore, to make a hypothetical legal rule, we
can introduce a notion of sorted generalization that re-
places the sorted variable X : contract with a variable
Y of more general sort juristic_act. This produces a
hypothetical rule

legal_effect(Y: juristic_act):-legal_requirements(Y),

that has more applicability. Thus the original rule is now
generalized and is therefore analogically applicable to
similar legal concepts such as "registration" for instance.

The points here we have to keep in our mind are as
follows:

1. Although we have developed the analogical appli-
cation of legal rules according to a similarity our
legal taxonomy contains, we can also have the same
methodology for legal knowledge represented in DL.
So my first intention is to reconstruct a legal rea-
soning by analogy under the framework of DL.

2. Information about legal notions and legal events is
not necessarily completely presented. Occasionally,
some of the parties of contracts are not explicitly
given. In such a case, we have to introduce Skolem
constants tentatively to fill the missing information.
This is due to our representational assumption that
each legal acts are formed by a function application.
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A problem occurs when such a missing information
about legal acts appears later, namely by updating
our knowledge base. Then we have to reason about
the equality between Skolem constant and the term
newly obtained. This will increase additional tasks
for our reasoner.
DL, on the other hand, can give a name to each
legal act by an individual constant whose identity
is given. The addition of new information about
the act is simply performed by asserting additional
relations to RKB.

The larger knowledge base we are handling, the more
the second point becomes important. Taking the two
points above into account, I am now shifting our under-
lying language from order-sorted formalism to DL.

3 More about Analogy

Legal taxonomic hierarchy can be viewed as a way of
defining legal concepts. Then some similarities between
legal concepts are naturally deduced from the structure
of hierarchy, assuming an inheritance procedure along
the hierarchy. Thus the similarities represented by the
taxonomy are completely determined by a way we de-
fine the concepts. Consequently, they are said to be
definitional. The definitional similarities apart, we can
have various similarities not represented in the hierarchy.
Such a similarity plays an important role in reasoning
about a new case with provisoes ones that are similar
with some respects.

Thus, to increase the power of our analogical reasoner,
we have to detect similarities not derived from the taxo-
nomic hierarchy. From this viewpoint, we have recently
proposed a new framework, called a Goal-Dependent Ab-
straction (GDA) [13],[8] for doing that based on a no-
tion of theory abstraction [14]. In a word, given an
order-sorted representation of legal knowledge and a goal
G, our GDA algorithm tries to find a sort mapping

: Sortconcrete --* Sortabstract such that the proof of the
goal G at the concrete knowledge level is preserved, even
if we map two concepts (sorts) sl and s2 in Sortco~c~t~
into the same sort ~(sl) -- ~(s2) in Sortabst~a¢t. If
a mapping ~ satisfies the condition, then we can replace
s2 with sl in the proof of G whenever s2 is used in it.
So we need not distinguish Sl and s2 in the proof of G.
In this sense we say that sl and s2 are similar with re-
spect to G. The sort mapping ~ is a syntactic tool for
representing the similarity w.r.t, the goal.

We thus focus on the ground of rule in seeking the
appropriate similarities, and therefore disregard other
knowledge not appearing in the proof of the goal.

The search space of our GDA algorithm is the set of
all possible sort mappings. To reduce the computational
cost in obtaining mappings that meets our condition, we
postulate another requirement called a Similarity Inher-
itance Condition [8]:

~(sl) = ~(s) whenever sl ~ s2 and ~(s2) 
~(s) . (Suppose s2 and s are similar and Sl 
a subclass of s2. For sl inherits the properties

of sl some of which are shared by s, sl would
be also similar to s.)

The Similarity Inheritance Condition (SIC, for short),
on the other hand, is deeply related to the structure
of concept definitions. For the structure is generally
considered as a terminological knowledge in the studies
of Structural Inheritance Network, KL/ONE-like knowl-
edge representations [11], and Description Logics, SIC
can be regarded as a condition that comes from the ter-
minological representation.

We have introduced SIC to find similarities more effi-
ciently and to make our similarities conceptually clearer.
So if we introduce some other condition originated from
the terminological knowledge, then we would obtain
more powerful effect in searching similarities and in mak-
ing the detected similarities more persuasive. As such
an additional condition, it would suffice to introduce the
notion of roles between concepts, since it is a standard
syntactic primitive in forming our terminological knowl-
edge.

According to the standard studies of analogical rea-
soning [5; 15], analogy is a structural mapping between
different domains that preserves structures of concepts in
the domains. For the taxonomic hierarchy and the roles
defines a structure of terminologies, we can say that the
similarity constrained by the terminological structure is
a structural analogy. Here we can state the new condi-
tion about roles.

Role Preservingness: our similarity between
concepts should preserve the value restrictions
on roles in defining the concepts.

Combining this new requirement with SIC, we can say
that

Focusing on a part of our knowledge base from
which our goals are derived, the similarity we
have to find is supposed to preserve both the
sub_class relationships (subsumption) and the
value restrictions on roles. Consequently, those
similar concept meeting our requirement will
share the same terminological structure that is
relevant to the goals.

Such a structural requirement for our similarities is
strongly supported by the structure of terminology, the
function of DL. DL is thus useful and powerful for not
only a basic inference but also an extended inference such
as analogy. As the previous study [4] has already pointed
out, the syntax of DL is useful in inductive inference.
This seems also true for analogical reasoning. This is
the second reason why I am very interested in DL.

4 Knowledge Revision to handle

exceptions

In this section, we discuss our third issue relating legal
reasoning with DL.

Legal knowledge may alter, depending on case situa-
tions. We have to update the knowledge according to
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the change. In addition, it is well known that legal rules
allow exceptions. In order to keep our legal knowledge
base consistent, it seems necessary to handle exceptions
in applying legal rules. A promising approach to the ex-
ception problem is to use knowledge revision operators,
as presented in [16]. When DL is chosen as our language,
a partial ordering known as subsumption relationship be-
tween concept descriptions [3] seems to be a key to find
our solution. In the field of inductive learning, some algo-
rithms for generating and revising inductive hypotheses
have utilized such an ordering over first order terms in
the case of FOL [2] and over concept graphs in the case
of DL [4].

Inspired by these studies, we are now investigating
a possibility to apply the subsumption ordering to the
problem of exceptions, where the present framework as-
sumes a subset of F-logic [10] in which the notion of con-
cept graphs just coincides with the ~-term [1], provided
we consider only attribute roles.

The major conclusion we have obtained in [7] is:

Using the partial ordering (~-term ordering)
over concept graphs, we can define a notion
of optimal revision for excluding exceptions.
Moreover, given a set of positive and negative
instances of the concept graphs, we have an al-
gorithm to find the optimal one. The result is a
set of revised rules consistent with the positive
and negative instances. The original rule with
exceptions are thus divided into several special-
ized rules to keep the optimality according to
the minimal revision principle.

Thus it is an evidence for showing that the syntactic
information represented by the ordering would be also
useful for knowledge revision for exceptions. This is the
third reason why I am learning DL.

Although we have not yet fully developed our ap-
proach for a wider class of descriptions, knowledge re-
vision based on DL seems to produce various revision
methodologies. This statement would be true as long as
our legal knowledge base is terminological.
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